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29	January	2019	–	Day	One	
We left Auckland, New Zealand’s most populous city behind us and headed north to a different type of 
population - a gannet colony.  Around 1200 pairs of Australasian Gannet nest here and we kicked the tour 
off with incredible views of adults and chicks.  Along the way we found a Pipit nest and North Island New 
Zealand Dotterel; further north we watched a Fairy tern chick make its maiden flight; a family of Buff-
banded Rails joined the list and at a small inland pond we saw New Zealand Dabchick and Australasian Little 
Grebe side by side. 

As day one became night we found eight different North Island Brown Kiwi, three of which were roadside 
as we drove to the site, as well as prolonged views of an adult male and chick feeding together. 

The temperature that night was a balmy 22 degrees! 

 

 

Watching the gannets 
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Australasian gannet breeding colony. 

 

30	January	2019	–	Day	Two	
Heading south to the estuary we’d seen Fairy Terns the previous day, once again we watched parents and 
chick as well as the Fairy Tern’s larger cousin the Caspian Tern.  Bar-tailed Godwit, Ruddy Turnstone and 
Variable Oystercatcher joined the list plus better views of North Island New Zealand Dotterel at a car park 
and Buller’s Shearwater very close to shore. 

In the forest we found two obliging Takahe, North Island Robin, North Island Saddleback and Whitehead, 
while Bellbirds harassed a Morepork - good to get a Morepork early in the tour.  A Kaka flew overhead as 
we headed back to the car park, swiftly followed by its colourful relative, the more common Eastern 
Rosella. 

 

31	January	2019	–	Day	Three	
Our first full day pelagic of the tour - Hauraki Gulf is always a highlight.  As we left Sandspit we got our first 
penguin species of the tour in the shape of a Little Penguin close to the boat and a couple of Arctic Skua 
harassed White-fronted Terns.  Further out, Fluttering Shearwater numbers increased along with the odd 
Cook’s Petrel and Buller’s Shearwater.  White-faced Storm Petrel quickly appeared followed by our major 
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target of the day, New Zealand Storm Petrel.  It’s always a relief when this guy makes the tour list!  Next 
came Black Petrel, Flesh-footed and Fairy Prions and at least 40 Grey Ternlets (Blue Noddy).  A small pod of 
Short-beaked Common Dolphins briefly escorted us back towards the harbour as this successful pelagic 
drew to an end.  We got all the birds we hoped for and the highlight was more than a dozen New Zealand 
Stormies. 

John said this was the best day of his life.  It was only day three of our tour and we had already learned so 
much about John – he could sleep anywhere and frequently did – including this pelagic! 

 

 

Little penguin at sea 
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Sleeping beauties 

 

A New Zealand storm-petrel bounces off the water 
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1	February	2019	–	Day	Four	
With a hot sunny day and warm night ahead of us on Tiritiri Matangi we began with a walk along the shady 
Wattle Trail and found two roosting Morepork and our first Stitchbird of the trip.  Accompanied by a 
soundtrack of Bellbird, Tui and Whitehead we watched more North Island Robin and North Island 
Saddleback.  After lunch en route to a small pond we had Kokako hopping in the trees above us and despite 
its reputation of making a birdwatcher’s life hard, all the group got onto a skulky little Fernbird.  The day 
grew hotter and surprisingly - given the less than ideal time of day or temperature - fortune favoured us 
when we arrived at a pond with three Spotless Crakes and two chicks which seemed oblivious to our 
presence.  A family of South Island Takahe sought refuge from the heat by bathing in a drinking trough and 
we headed back to the bunkhouse for a BBQ evening meal. 

Gruff, a travelling Welsh birdwatcher who would be joining us for parts of the tour, came along that night 
as we searched for Little Spotted Kiwi.  Great views of Tuatara but it wasn’t until later that Paul and myself 
heard snuffling in front of us.  A Little Spotted Kiwi fed happily in front of us and we realised it was not 
alone - there was a second bird in the vicinity.  Mega!  Such an epic day and night on Tiritiri Matangi! 

 

 

A family of Takahe feed in front of us 
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A sign to take note of! 

 

2	February	2019	–	Day	Five	
Up bright and early the next morning for a pre-breakfast walk. Gruff the Welsh birder joined us as he hadn’t 
seen Kokako or Morepork the previous day.  It was a superb hour and a half with a pair of Kokako feeding 
above us at arm’s length away, and a Morepork almost at ground level in plain view near the roost we’d 
seen the previous day.  More North Island Saddleback, North Island Robin, Stitchbird, Pigeon and our first 
Rifleman.  After breakfast we left Tiritiri Matangi by water taxi and prepared for the drive to Miranda via a 
short detour to an inner-city park near the Manakau Harbour.  We hoped (but failed) to connect with the 
reported Whimbrels but did get our first Wrybill of the tour. 

At Miranda we found Pacific Golden Plover, Red Knot, Bar-tailed Godwits and hundreds more Wrybill at 
closer range.  Among the Wrybill flock we spotted the diminutive Broad-billed Sandpiper with its diagnostic 
humbug head pattern.  This rare wader to New Zealand had been present here for a couple of weeks.  At 
the Stilt pools we found our first Sharp-tailed Sandpipers, one Curlew Sandpiper and one Red-necked Stint 
in amongst the Pied Stilts, plus beautiful Black-billed Gulls.  The fish and chip supper finished off another 
hot but rewarding day in the field. 
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A New Zealand dotterel shows itself well 

 

3	February	2019	–	Day	Six	
We headed back to Miranda to see if there was anything new but just reacquainted ourselves with Wrybill, 
Red Knot, Bar-tailed Godwit, and at least 50 plus Pacific Golden Plover plus another look at the Broad-billed 
Sandpiper, Sharp-tailed Sandpiper, Curlew Sandpiper and two more Red-necked Stints.  Over the hill to 
Whitianga for our afternoon pelagic it was breezy to say the least.  At the harbour shoreline we found our 
first Reef Heron of the trip and then boarded the boat in sloppy weather.  At least 10 Buller’s Shearwater, 
only one Flesh-footed Shearwater, our first Common Diving Petrels, 20 plus Fluttering Shearwater, and 7 
White-faced Storm Petrel.  Our skipper did his best to put us in the right location and chum the best he 
could, but the birds were just not turning up in very large numbers. 

By now the swell was 1-2 metres and we decided to head for home without our prize of Pycroft’s Petrel.  A 
Short Finned Mako Shark was interested in the slick as we steamed back and a small pod of Short-beaked 
Common Dolphins appeared with a steady stream of Fluttering Shearwaters.  In amongst them, our quarry 
– a single Pycroft’s Petrel!  Everyone got on to it as this sought after Pterodroma disappeared as quickly as 
it had arrived.  A celebratory pub meal finished another mega day. 
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4	February	2019	–	Day	Seven	
An early start as we had a big driving day ahead.  Our first birding stop beside a small flooded field paid off - 
lots of waders and water birds provided us with a few new birds for our list: a lone Glossy Ibis fed on the 
mudflats amongst Pied Stilts; at least six Cattle Egret (all in smart breeding plumage) roosted in a large 
Macrocarpa tree; among the Bar-tailed Godwits we found a single Far Eastern Curlew and two more Sharp-
tailed Sandpipers. 

I noticed a godwit with a black tail and whitish rump.  Was it a Black-tailed Godwit or a Hudsonian Godwit?  
The bird was fast asleep and didn’t look it was going to wake up anytime soon.  We trained scopes on the 
bird and our perseverance paid off as twenty minutes later it woke up and stretched its wings to reveal its 
dark underwing.  Hudsonian Godwit had made the list! 

Onwards south to Pureora where we stopped for lunch.  Yellow-crowned Parakeets and Kaka flew 
overhead; a leisurely fly-by from a harrier prompted a large female New Zealand Falcon to defend its 
territory.  Fortunately, everyone got their first looks at this New Zealand endemic bird of prey.  We changed 
location in the hope of finding Long-tailed Cuckoo.  A single bird called for some time and eventually the 
whole group got on to it.  Also present were North Island Robins and as we were about to leave a Tui 
chased off a small male New Zealand Falcon over the road. 

 

 

Yellow-crowned parakeet peers out from the shrubbery 
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5	February	2019	–	Day	Eight	
Up at a sparrow’s fart (or 6am to us) for pre-breakfast birding to find Blue Duck.  Scopes revealed a distant 
single bird and further upriver we had prolonged good views of a pair at closer range.  We searched up and 
down river no more blue duck appeared but ironically we got our first Californian Quail as well as a brief 
view overhead of another New Zealand Falcon.  At a nearby location there was a very showy Pipit in the car 
park and our first good views of Redpoll, but not a sniff of Australasian Bittern. 

Back at the accommodation after breakfast I heard a Shining Cuckoo call in the motel grounds.  Everyone 
jumped out the van to see this migrant flying away from us.  Onwards to a forest patch which was 
noticeably quiet with no cuckoos or falcons calling but our first Tomtit of the tour. 

Down to the east coast and the dapper town of Napier , where we found a lone Black-fronted Dotterel 
amongst the Banded Dotterels, Bar-tailed Godwits and Pacific Golden Plover.  A nearby site provided one of 
the long-staying Plumed Whistling-Ducks. 

 

6	February	2019	–	Day	Nine	
Before we left Napier, we birded a local marsh and were rewarded with a pair of quite scruffy looking 
White-winged Black Terns (in non-breeding plumage) hawking over reed beds, four Black-fronted Dotterels 
and four Sharp-tailed Sandpipers.  Another attempt at Bittern came up empty handed before heading to 
Manawatu where we scoped Wrybill, Red Knot and Bar-tailed Godwits. 

 

7	February	2019	–	Day	Ten	
At the Manawatu Estuary the next morning we got better views of Wrybill and a bonus -  a lone calling 
Shining Cuckoo in a garden where we had parked the van - a completely unexpected location for this bird!  
Fortunately, everyone got on to this bird and we had better views than the previous day.  A brief stop at a 
sewage ponds produced another Black-fronted Dotterel along with New Zealand Dabchick, New Zealand 
Scaup, Australasian Shoveler and Grey Teal.  As we prepared to board the ferry at Wellington we got our 
first Spotted Shag in the harbour.  Leaving the North Island behind us we crossed Cook Strait which always 
produces a few good species and this trip was no different.  Salvin’s and White-capped Albatross, Northern 
Giant Petrel, a striking Cape Petrel and a small flock of Hutton’s Shearwaters powering through.  Fluttering 
Shearwater, Sooty Shearwaters, Buller’s and Flesh-footed at the end of the Tory Channel plus great views 
of a King Shag flying and two Arctic Skuas. 
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8	February	2019	–	Day	Eleven	
A beautiful morning awaited us on Queen Charlotte Sound with a flock of 40 roosting King Shags to start 
the day.  A small family pod of Hector’s Dolphin circled and played around the boat even occasionally 
breaching and the dolphins quickly became ‘bird of the day’! 

 

 

Roosting King shags in the Marlborough Sounds 

At an Island stop we were greeted by the ever inquisitive Western Weka but our main target here was the 
Orange-fronted Parakeet.  This became a two-hour mind game as the parakeets would fly around, land and 
disappear before we had time to raise our bins.  We’d seen and heard enough to say we’d ticked the 
Orange-fronted Parakeet but it was highly unsatisfactory and frustrating.  As Paul, skipper of the boat came 
to collect us, Kathy found a parakeet bathing in a small puddle and the previous two hours of searching 
were quickly forgotten about.  This became a theme of the tour with birds appearing at the last minute 
when the pressure was on … rather like the script of a bad Hollywood movie. 

Our 21-day birding tours are different every time but the van getting a puncture was not in the script.  The 
troops helped Matt change the tyre – maybe not as quick as a Formula One team tyre-change but 
nevertheless a team effort got the job done fuelled by pies and coffee.  Back to birding we spent a brief 
lunch stop looking for Black Kite, probably the only one in New Zealand so not a total surprise that we 
didn’t see it.  It’s not a bird tour without several visits to poo ponds – so we headed to another..  
Unfortunately, we drew a blank on Cirl Bunting. 
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Leaping Hector’s dolphins! 

 

Hector’s dolphin about to break the surface 
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Further south at a small roadside lake was the site of our first Australasian Crested Grebe and after much 
perseverance we found the striking Hoary-headed Grebe feeding with its equally small cousin, the New 
Zealand Dabchick.  It’s not bad when you can see three grebes in New Zealand on the same lake. 

Approaching Kaikoura on the newly reopened road we saw plenty of New Zealand Fur Seals and once at 
our accommodation our first Black-fronted Tern flew overhead as we dined outside on a fish and chip 
supper.  Just before hitting the hay there was time for a bit more birding and Paul’s sharp eyes found a 
Little Owl roosting beside the road. 

 

9	February	2019	–	Day	Twelve	
Paddocks above the town of Kaikoura are good for introduced finches and buntings and this beautiful 
morning was no exception.  We found stunning Goldfinches, Greenfinches and Yellowhammers and just as 
we were leaving a stunning male Cirl Bunting appeared on the telegraph wire.  But the main reason to be in 
Kaikoura is for pelagics and we needed to get going. 

The whole team came out on the morning pelagic and for the afternoon it was half and half; some of the 
group went on a second pelagic and some went whale-watching. 

 

 

A New Zealand wandering albatross skims the waves 
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New Zealand fur seal cooling itself on the surface 

 

A young Southern giant petrel, not a common bird at this time of the year 
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The total for both pelagics was 7 Southern Royal Albatross, 7 Gibson’s Wandering Albatross and a handful 
of Cape Petrel squabbling at the back of the boat with Northern Giant Petrels.  Very few Hutton’s 
Shearwaters, but 5 White-chinned Petrels and 3 Westland Petrels.  Unfortunately, no Northern Royal 
Albatross but a few Salvin's & White-capped Albatross.  The bird of the day was a showy juvenile Southern 
Giant Petrel which is never guaranteed at this time of year.  A plus was 4 Reef Heron at Barney’s Rocks (1 
adult and 3 juveniles) sharing the rock with snoozing New Zealand Fur Seals.  As we headed back to South 
Bay we encountered Short-beaked Common Dolphins and actually saw more of these guys than Dusky 
Dolphins.  Kaikoura and its birds - and of course skipper Gary Gazza Melville - had produced the goods.  
Another epic day. 

 

10	February	2019	–	Day	Thirteen	
East to West coast today from Kaikoura to Hokitika and our first stop just north of Christchurch was at an 
estuary for a lone adult Black Stilt.  We usually see these birds at the end of the tour but it was great to get 
an insurance tick, particularly the world’s rarest wader – and also managed better views of Black-fronted 
Terns. 

Lunch from the world famous Sheffield Pie Shop didn’t disappoint and neither did our first South Island 
Robins which fed happily at our feet at Hawdon Valley, also great views of South Island Tomtit.  On a bush 
walk we got New Zealand Fantail, Grey Warbler and Pipipi/Brown Creeper. 

Our first Kea of the trip was spotted (unfortunately) in a car park at Arthur’s Pass village.  Not quite the 
hoped-for natural scene to photograph a rare alpine parrot but they are inquisitive about humans and 
seem to love car parks.  Finally, the group of Kea began playing in a tree and after watching their antics it 
was time for us to leave.  Due to a multisport event we could not spend the night at our usual Arthur’s Pass 
accommodation. 

From the stunning Southern Alps to Hokitika, via sewage ponds where Black Swan, Pacific Black Duck and 
Australasian Shoveler fed happily. 

 

11	February	2019	–	Day	Fourteen	
Greymouth was our first stop of the day to fuel up the van and head for the coastal road south.  Our sharp-
eyed team spied a Great White Egret sitting on a house roof - an unusual location but a tick is a tick. 

At Okarito we ate lunch and checked the weather situation with Ian Cooper's Okarito Kiwi tour planned for 
that night.  The weather was not looking great and it was cancelled.  After our evening meal we headed out 
into the wet and windy conditions to chance our luck, hoping we might cross paths with an Okarito Kiwi, 
but sadly it didn’t happen. 
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12	February	2019	–	Day	Fifteen	
A humbling morning - I see the Franz Josef glacier usually twice a year and it never ceases to amaze me how 
rapidly the ice recedes each time. 

From the Fox township with coffees in hand and rain on the windscreen we continued our journey along 
New Zealand’s West Coast.  South of Bruce Bay Falcons flew over the road and I stepped on the brakes for 
an impromptu roadside stop.  We got the scope onto a juvenile and everyone got an eyeful of this endemic 
falcon sitting up in dead tree. 

Inland from Haast provided our first opportunity for Yellowhead and we got a large feeding flock of this 
endemic with its smaller cousin the Pipipi/Brown Creeper.  Also present were Fantails (including a black 
morph), Grey Warblers and a couple of Yellow-crowned Parakeets plus fantastic views of Rifleman in the 
forest. 

Blue skies greeted us in Wanaka and we had a fantastic Indian curry to end the day. 

 

13	February	2019	–	Day	Sixteen	
We left Wanaka in the dark and drove the Cardrona Range, stopping briefly at “Bra-drona” to watch 
Australasian Swamp Harriers and windswept brassieres strung along the fence – an example of New 
Zealand fundraising for breast cancer.  Skipping past the ever-growing Queenstown we ventured onwards 
to the lake town of Te Anau to fuel ourselves and the van.  Continuing on the Milford Road to Homer 
Tunnel this long drive has a lot riding on it because it’s the only place we are likely to see Rock Wren. 

We had a fabulous photographer from Australia in our group – Merilyn – and she was very very keen to see 
this incredibly charming New Zealand wren, so it was fitting that she saw it first.  Spied moving on the 
rocks, it flew towards the group and landed in front of us.  Merilyn got some great shots! 

At Milford village we had brief views of Weka and the unusual occurrence of Kea and Kaka flying around 
the wharf area.  A bush walk by the wharf I was hit by the strong scent of a flowering Easter Orchid and 
frustratingly I heard three or four Long-tailed Cuckoos calling but didn’t see them.  However, we did see 
Spiderman – a first for a Wrybill tour.  At Milford, with stunning scenery as a backdrop we saw an unusual 
family photo – at the call of “cheese” everyone struck a different Spiderman pose!  This quickly became our 
group’s signature pose when we got a lifer … 

 

14	February	2019	–	Day	Seventeen	
An early departure from Te Anau and drive to Bluff for the ferry to Stewart Island.  The ferry crossing was 
sloppy but we managed to get Buller’s Albatross plus great views of Mottled Petrel along with our first 
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Foveaux Shags.  It was a drizzly damp day and after lunch we caught the water taxi to Ulva Island where we 
got 4 Fiordland Crested Penguins (the first of our trip). 

The bird we needed the most was South Island Saddleback and we got it straight away.  Yellowhead, Brown 
Creeper, Rifleman, Stewart Island Weka, Stewart Island Robin and Kaka all followed.  The 3 hours on Ulva 
whizzed by and on the return water taxi crossing we saw New Zealand Sea Lion basking on a deserted 
beach and another Buller’s Albatross in Paterson Inlet. 

After dinner at the pub we ventured out for the final kiwi species of our tour – the Stewart Island Brown 
Kiwi.  It was an incredible night with a total of 3 birds seen; a juvenile, and a female with this year’s chick.  
The juvenile was particularly interested in Maurice’s set of wheels - he sat spellbound by the kiwi sniffing 
his wheelchair. 

 

15	February	2019	–	Day	Eighteen	
Day two on Stewart Island is pelagic day, all day! 

 

 

One of the many white-capped albatross for the day 
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The weather was perfect and our list included: 

150 White-capped Albatross, 10 Salvin’s, 25+ Southern Royals, 10 Buller’s, 3 White-chinned Petrel, 15+ 
Cape Petrel, 4 Northern Giant Petrel, 5 Southern Brown Skua, 3 White-faced Storm Petrel, 1 Grey-backed 
Storm Petrel, 10+ Cook’s Petrel, 50+ Fairy Prion, 1 Flesh-footed Shearwater (a Stewart Island tick for Matt!), 
Northern Royal Albatross (which we should have seen at Kaikoura, but hadn’t), 4 Fiordland Crested 
Penguin, Black-fronted Tern, Common Diving Petrel, Little Blue Penguin and 4 Bar-tailed Godwits flying out 
of Halfmoon Bay!   Unfortunately, no Broad-billed or Mottled Petrel, nor Yellow-eyed Penguin. 

A fabulous meal at the pub that night and poor Maggie had to endure the embarrassment of a birthday on 
tour. 

 

Matt makes a friend of a Southern brown skua 
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Spiderman pose! 

16	February	2019	–	Day	Nineteen	
No time for breakfast before the ferry departed Stewart Island today as it was scheduled to leave earlier 
than usual.  However, it was a rewarding crossing with 1 Fiordland Crested Penguin, a couple of White-
capped and Buller’s Albatross, Sooty Shearwaters, and a Fairy Prion being harassed by Southern Brown 
Skua.  Then what was initially called as Arctic Skua flying high above the ferry turned out to be a Long-tailed 
Skua once the bins were on it.  Bit of a mega in New Zealand!  More Mottled Petrels flew past us - 
amazingly seen on both ferry crossings but not on the full day pelagic, go figure! 

Back on the mainland and a quick stop at a nearby lagoon for one Australian Shelduck drake.  It was a new 
bird for the Brits in the group but I don’t think the Aussies were overly fussed! 

A well-deserved late breakfast at Meccaspresso café in Invercargill was declared as John’s best breakfast – 
and a reason to come back to NZ!  From Invercargill to Edendale for a brief stop at a rugby pitch behind the 
milk factory.  Not exactly a renowned bird watching destination but we saw a massive roost of 200+ Black-
billed Gulls.  North through Dunedin to search for Yellow-eyed Penguin and after searching for an hour and 
a half an adult porpoised into the bay and ran up the beach.  Our third penguin species of the tour and the 
troops celebrated in traditional Spiderman pose! 

At Oamaru we added Otago Shags to the list as they roosted alongside Spotted Shags. 
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17	February	2019	–	Day	Twenty	
Our final full day of the tour and Maggie spied a pair of Chukar sitting on a rock at Mount John.  Relieved to 
get them so early we enjoyed leisurely views from the top and watched a couple of Pipits.  Two fantastic 
adult Black Stilts in prime habitat were next and then on to another spot for lunch and more Black Stilts and 
uninterrupted views of Mount Cook. Seven more adult Black Stilts and 2 juveniles at a distance plus several 
Double-banded Dotterels, Black-fronted Terns, Black-billed Gulls and couple of NZ Pipits. 

Kathy took the opportunity to get her paints out at lunchtime.  She is a fantastic artist and would sketch 
whenever she could (even in a moving van!) and would watercolour the scene to create beautiful results. 

Sadly, no luck with Baillon’s Crake and Fairlie was our destination for the night. 
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The troops watching a Black Stilt 

 

18	February	2019	–	Day	Twenty-One	
A leisurely drive with a stop at Geraldine for refreshments prior to dropping everyone at Christchurch 
Airport - but not before adding Mute Swan to our trip list making a total of 158 species. 
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The gang 

 

And of course a last spiderman pose! 
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Summary 

We missed out on Okarito Kiwi, Australasian Bittern, Short-tailed and Little Shearwaters but found a few 
extras; Broad-billed Sandpiper, Hudsonian Godwit, Long-tailed Skua, Cattle Egret, White-winged Black Tern 
and Hoary-headed Grebe to name a few. 

Endemics are highly important to see on tour and species such as Yellow-eyed Penguin, Black Stilt, Rock 
Wren and even some kiwi could be more difficult to find in the future.  These species, along with the Fairy 
Tern are particularly prized on our trip list. 

Overall the weather was good on this tour and the group gelled really well, laughing and birding our way 
through the 21 days and 158 bird species.  Unfortunately, bad weather at a critical time when we were in 
Franz Josef for our Okarito kiwi trip meant missing this species, which is just not possible in rain. 

We did not count the budgies that were being smuggled in a pair of revealing Speedos at Tiritiri Matangi, 
nor did we count Melted Galloway cows, the little-known cousin of “Belted” Galloway cows…. 

 


